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Lewis C. Wolfe to Gov. Ross Barnett, 30 September 1962

Lewis C. Wolfe
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A ORA109 POM=ORLANDO FLO 30 534P EST= 1962 SEP 30 PM 5 13
GOV ROSS BARNETT=
UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI OXFORD MISS

=EVERY TRUE AMERICAN SUPPORTS, APPRECIATES YOUR STAND
NOT TOO LATE TO TAKE CONTROL STATE GUARD=
LEWIS C WOLFE 723 CONWAY RD.

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
This is a fast message unless its deferred character is indicated by the proper symbol.

The filing time shown in the date line on domestic telegrams is LOCAL TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is LOCAL TIME at point of destination.

NSA114 AA480

A ORA167 SVC= OXFORD MISS

=SYS RE OUR ORA109 GOV ROSS BARNETT PLS FWD JACKSON MISS

CK US CHGS=

ORLANDO FLO 30

1962 SEP 30 PM 9 57

cka 40

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE